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SIBJECT: ASSASSINATION OF a a KENNEDY 

ate = _ T74.4 Ceabethy ak bibstwnatamalrcpcanenstetdamesheslseod rope so oko ie RT Se oe ial Maus Daligs, Texas, . ~~ - home phone LicuadTidiw? ©-PLloyed Dillon €eY Company Inc., ~-" ‘located between ntinental and W., mmerce, Aéelephone RI 77-6555, ~e . telephonically furnished the following info ation at 5:30 PM ~ 11/22/63: 

At 7:55 AM i ay Observed a white male, between 20 r ‘and 30 years of age, ar So ft. 9 in., medium build, wearing oe what appeared to be work clothing, probably khaki pants, cross ' the street in front of a? car at the Egan Printing Company iv On Ross Avenue. This individual was carrying a rifle case, light colored, with a zipper going all the way around the case. By the way the person was carrying the case he is sure there was a rifle “a it. It appeared to have a hump in the case where a scope would 

the man crossed in front of his car as he is fond of guns and was intrigued by the case as he thought it an unusaal looking oue. There if a small cafe right across the street from Egan 

) usually be on a rifle. He said he looked at the case closely as 
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tig block from the intersection of Hoss And Lamar. 
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Printing Co. and the man was coming from the direction of the cafe. The man appeared to be carrying a “lunch sack", a Paper bag in one hand, and the rifle in ‘the other hand. ‘ 

wa Stated the Egan Printing Co, 41s located about 

ees could furnish no further description of the man ‘but may be able to identify him if he sees him again. He said he waS wore interested in the gun case and did not look at the man too closely. 
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CD advised he will cooperate in any way regarding this matter. 
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